Abstract: We reinterpret anomaly-mediated supersymmetry breaking from a fieldtheoretic perspective in which superconformal anomalies couple to either the chiral compensator or the U (1) R vector superfield. As supersymmetry in the hidden sector is spontaneously broken by non-vanishing vacuum expectation values of the chiral compensator F-term and/or the U (1) R vector superfield D-term, the soft breakdown of supersymmetry emerges in the visible sector. This approach is physically more understandable compared with the conventional approach where the chiral compensator is treated on the same footing as a spurion in gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking scenario.
of the MSSM. Three prominent mechanisms for the mediation of supersymmetry breaking are Planck-scale-mediated 1 , gauge-mediated and anomaly-mediated supersymmetry breaking (PMSB, GMSB, and AMSB). In this article we concentrate on AMSB scenario. Here the anomaly refers to superconformal anomaly and the history of its study goes back to mid 1970's along with developments in rigid supersymmetry theories [1] .
Though superconformal symmetry is classically preserved in theories without dimensionful parameters it is in general broken by the quantum effects. Interestingly, the resultant superconformal anomalies constitute distinct types of supermultiplet by themselves. There are at least two kinds of superconformal anomaly supermultiplets -the chiral anomaly and linear anomaly. The former contains three anomalies -trace anomaly, U (1) R anomaly and local conformal supersymmetry anomaly while the latter encompasses only two anomalies (along with a conserved current) -trace anomaly and local conformal supersymmetry anomaly. Each anomaly supermultiplet couples to a distinctive superfield in Einstein supergravity. Though the superconformal anomalies do not break supersymmetry by themselves, the coupling of the superconformal anomalies to the superfields in supergravity play as a mediator of supersymmetry breaking from the hidden sector to the visible sector.
In the conventional AMSB scenario [2, 3] based on the lagrangian of the coupled N = 1 matter-supergravity system in ref. [4, 5] , the chiral compensator 2 plays a central role not only as the mediator of supersymmetry breaking but also as the superfield spurion whose auxiliary component sets the supersymmetry-breaking mass scale. It is distinguishable from the GMSB scenario where the two roles are played separately by the two different superfields -the goldstino spurion and gauge messenger(s). On the other hand, in PMSB scenario the superfield spurion is played by a SM-singlet superfield of the hidden sector.
In this article we interpret the chiral compensator as a supersymmetric extension of the Nambu-Goldstone boson (NGB) associated with broken superconformal symmetry. With this interpretation we understand that the compensator not only plays the two distinctive roles simultaneously but also is regarded as the invariant measure of chiral superspace in supergravity. This leads to the coupling of the chiral compensator to the chiral anomaly supermultiplet [1] through the quantum effects. When the F-term vacuum expectation value (VEV) of the chiral compensator is turned on by the supersymmetry breaking in the hidden sector [6] , the soft breaking of supersymmetry in the visible sector emerges through the chiral anomaly supermultiplet. Therefore the soft parameters of the visible sector are characterized both by the F-term VEV and by the beta function associated with superconformal anomalies.
As the chiral anomaly supermultiplet couples to the chiral compensator the linear anomaly supermultiplet [7, 8, 9 ] also couples to a superfield which is referred to as the U (1) R vector superfield. This concurs with a supersymmetrization of the coupling of Rcurrent to the U (1) R gauge field. In a similar manner to the chiral compensator, the U (1) R vector superfield forms a genuine vector superfield. When the D-term of the U (1) R vector superfield gets a non-vanishing VEV due to the hidden sector [6] , the soft terms in the visible sector take place as well.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review key ideas on the connection between conformal symmetry and gravity. In Section 3, we set up the chiral anomaly supermultiplet and chiral compensator, and then find the coupling between them. In Section 4, we establish the linear anomaly supermultiplet and U (1) R vector superfield, and then acquire the coupling between them. In Section 5, the connection between the anomaly supermultiplet and supercurrent is demonstrated with the massless interacting Wess-Zumino model. In Section 6, we explain how to spawn the soft terms of the visible sector through the AMSB mechanism. In Section 7, we summarize the article with the outlook for the future works. Finally, there are four Appendices which elucidate how to evaluate the (super)conformal anomalies using (superspace) perturbation theory and (super)graphs.
Conformal symmetry and gravity
Let us consider the conformal symmetry in massless QCD. If all the quarks in QCD were massless then the theory would contain no dimensional parameters in the lagrangian,
and it would exhibit a classical scale invariance. For conformal (or scale) transformations x → e ̺ x where ̺ is arbitrary but real, the associated quark and gluon scale transformations would be
These lead to a traceless energy-momentum tensor, with conserved dilatation current J m scale ,
where T mn is the energy-momentum tensor. But conformal symmetry is broken by the quantum effects. For instance, dimensional regularization imperatively brings about a renormalization mass scale µ which naturally introduces a dimensionful parameter to the theory, and therefore breaks conformal symmetry. Whenever a global symmetry is spontaneously broken the associated NGB takes place. The NGB for the broken conformal symmetry is referred to as the dilaton, denoted by ̺ from now. The dilaton couples to the trace of energy-momentum tensor T m m , leading to an effecive action (see Appedix A for how to evaluate it): 6) where β QCD is the beta function for QCD. T m m is referred to as the conformal (or trace) anomaly. The effective action is regarded as the coupling of a source (conformal anomaly) to an external field (dilaton) from a field-theoretic viewpoint.
The effective action (2.5) can be viewed in a different perspective. If the gluon field is rescaled to A a m → gA a m , then the effective action is written as
That is, renormalization of the gluon field turns the effective action into the coupling of the dilaton to the lagrangian for the YM theory. As flat space is extended to curved space, the global parameter ̺ in flat space transmutes into the dynamical field ̺(x) in curved space. Indeed ̺ in (2.5) is an integral measure in Einstein gravity where gravity couples to energy-momentum tensor. It is the crossing point where Einstein gravity and quantum field theory without gravity confront in order to deal with conformal symmetry. When gravity embraces supersymmetric matter, Einstein gravity is extended to Einstein supergravity. Likewise, conformal symmetry is extended to superconformal symmetry. Nonetheless conformal symmetry is broken at the quantum level and so is superconformal symmetry. As broken conformal symmetry generates a dilaton, broken superconformal symmetry brings about not only a dilaton but also its superpartner, dilatino. Moreover, both the dilaton and dilatino constitute a supermultiplet. We have already shown that a dilaton couples to quantum conformal anomaly. In the following two sections, we will extend the coupling of a dilaton to conformal anomaly to superspace -quantum superconformal anomalies form a supermultiplet and couples to the dilaton superfield. We will analyze two kinds of superconformal anomaly supermultiplets and then identify the corresponding dilaton superfields.
Chiral anomaly supermultiplet and chiral compensator
In conformal supergravity [10] all the relevant dynamical contents are encoded in a single gravitational superfield (i.e. in the Wess-Zumino gauge) as
Hereν m (x), e m a (x) and ψ m α (x) are a U (1) R gauge transformations, vierbein and gravitino, respectively, and their degrees of freedom are three, five and eight, respectively. As for ν m we remove one degree of freedom for the local R-symmetry out of four so the three degrees of freedom turn out to form the U (1) R gauge field. As for e m a we subtract six degrees of freedom corresponding to local Lorentz invariance, and four degrees of freedom corresponding to general coordinate invariance, and one degree of freedom corresponding to dilatations. Similarly, as for ψ m α we take off four degrees of freedom for local supersymmetry generators by Q α andQα, and four degrees of freedom for local conformal supersymmetry generators S β andSβ.
The conformal supergravity multiplet [10] couples to the supercurrent multiplet [1] energy momentum tensor T mn , supersymmetry current S m α (along with its conjugate,S ṁ α ) 3 and R-current j R m . When the supercurrent satisfies the conservation equations
its components form a (real scalar) supermultiplet. It can be easily read off from the fact that the degrees of freedom for j R m , T mn and S m α are three, five and eight, respectively. Recall that the supercurrent is not local but global current. Thus in rigid supersymmetry theories the superconformal gravity multiplets are treated as external fields for the supercurrent (we will exhibit it in Section 5). We apply the current-external-field relation to superconformal anomalies and superfield in Einstein supergravity as well.
We suppose that all the three symmetries are anomalous. That is, none of the three conservation equations is satisfied:
3)
The degrees of freedom for the anomalies ξ α ,t andr turn out to be four, one and one, respectively. To become a supermultiplet we need two new bosonic degrees of freedom, denoted by a and b. They are auxiliary components. What's more, the four bosonic degrees of freedom are divided into two distinct groups which contain two degrees of freedom each. It implies that the supermultiplet is chiral. The anomaly is referred to as the chiral anomaly supermultiplet (CASM) [12] :
where A = a + ib and F =t + ir. In contrast to a genuine chiral superfield which has auxiliary fields as the θθ-component, the CASM places them at the zero-component, a fact which will have an immediate consequence for supersymmetry breaking. Since we know the mass dimension of conformal anomaly and/or supersymmetry anomaly,
Moreover the trace and U (1) R anomalies go in pairs [13] so as to become complex. For instance, in SYM theory the trace anomaly is given as F mn F mn while the U (1) R anomaly as F mnF mn . We will comment on it at the end of this section. Let us figure out the superfield which couples to the CASM. As shown in Section 2, the trace anomalyt should couple to the dilaton, ̺(x) = 1/2 ln det[e m a ]. Similarly, the U (1) R anomalyr should couple to the degree of freedom for the local R-symmetry. From a field-theoretic point of view, it is the NGB arising from the broken U (1) R symmetry. We denote it as δ(x) from now. The supersymmetry anomaly ξ α should couple to dilatino which couples to the degrees of freedom for the local conformal supersymmetry generators (approximatelyΨ α (x) = σ αα mψ ṁ α (x)). These all simply reinforce the fact that the Nambu-Goldstone bosons or fermions arising from broken global symmetries in rigid supersymmetric theories agree with the degrees of freedoms for broken local symmetries in 3 It is also referred to as spin- 3 2 supercurrent in ref. [11] .
supergravity. Nonetheless we need two more bosonic degrees of freedom to balance the bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom. They are not associated with any symmetries so that they are auxiliary fields that couple to A in (3.4) [14, 15] . Thus these four bosonic and four fermionic degrees of freedom are accommodated in a chiral superfield of the form [16] 
where M is complex. It is interesting to note that the role of the Bose components in the chiral compensator is reveresed by that of the CASM. This superfield is referred to as the chiral compensator. The mass dimension of the chiral compensator and its components are
In addition to constituting a chiral superfield, the chiral compensator plays a role in supergravity. As previously mentioned, it is eaten by the gravitational superfield (ψ m α , e m a ,ν m ), whose degrees of freedom are thereby increased by four, one, one, respectively. Moreover, to be a complete multiplet, the gravitational superfield also contains M .
In Einstein supergravity, the chiral compensator is defined as an invariant measure in chiral superspace
We can comprehend this property by decomposing the chiral compensator as
Note that the term in the first curly bracket is the invariant measure in general relativity without supersymmetry while the first term in the second curly bracket is the integral measure in θ-space. δ is the phase associated with the local R rotations. By rotating θ α → θ α e −iδ the phase δ can disappear in θ-space. But the rotation transformsΨ α and M , respectively, asΨ 9) so the chiral compensator is not uniquely defined. This illustrates that the chiral compensator is covariant under a gauge group -the local R rotations. This is a supergravity aspect. Therefore the local R rotations in supergravity are anything but the global U (1) R rotations in rigid supersymmetry theories so that the CASM components transform under the U (1) R rotations as
11)
We are ready to build up the coupling of the chiral compensator to the CASM. We utilize the properties of CASM and chiral compensator that we have found so far. The mass dimension of the CASM and the chiral compensator are three and zero, respectively, and the chiral compensator plays a role as an integral measure in chiral superspace. Moreover, we have already described how the components of the CASM couple to the components of the chiral compensator in advance. Thus it is not difficult to figure out an action of the form
For instance, we can come up with the same action by extending the effective action in (2.7) to superspace. Let us view the action from the aspect of effective field theory. A genuine chiral superfield in rigid supersymmetry theories is achieved by multiplying the chiral compensator by a mass parameter which is assumed be the Planck mass. Then the chiral superfield ϕ is explicitly written as
At much low energy scale (i.e. weak scale), the dilaton has no VEV ( ̺ = 0) while δ is unknown. Therefore the θθ component is given by M pl e 2i δ M * at low energy scale. In this regard we fathom why M * is a complex auxiliary field. The action is rewritten as
It is a nonrenormalizable interaction suppressed by the Planck mass due to [X ] = 3 and [ϕ] = 1. If ϕ has a non-vanishing VEV, ϕ /M pl = 1 + θθ M * (with ̺ = δ = 0), then the action leads to soft terms in the visible sector. In this regard, we would say that anomaly mediation is regarded as Planck-scale-mediation. Before ending up this section we would like to make a few comments on the action with regard to the U (1) R rotations. Expanding the action (3.13) in components, we have
Let us consider the action in the limit ̺, δ → 0. The first term leads to soft supersymmetry breaking terms in the visible sector if M acquires a non-vanishing VEV. The second term represents the coupling of the dilatino (gravitino) to the supersymmetry anomaly. The third term is associated with both conformal and U (1) R anomalies -the conformal anomaly survives while the U (1) R anomaly fade away. The more interesting setup is that δ has a non-vanishing VEV, δ = 0, regardless of ̺. It triggers U (1) R anomalies which are proportional to δ . For instance, in YM theory it brings in the F mnF mn term. The most interesting situation is that δ is a dynamical field like ̺. It is anything but an axion arising from anomaly mediation. We will not discuss it in this article. Studies on phenomenologies of the axion arising from anomaly mediation under current investigation [17].
Linear anomaly supermultiplet and U(1) R vector superfield
In this section we will address a new superconformal anomaly (superfield). To begin with, let us return to the three conservation equations (3.2). We now assume that only R-current is still conserved but the other two currents become anomalous,
and then the degrees of freedom fort and ξ α are one and four, respectively. To constitute a superfield, three new bosonic degrees of freedom are needed. j R m is the conserved current for the global U (1) R transformations in rigid supersymmetric theories (or for the local U (1) R gauge transfortions in supergravity). Moreover, the degrees of freedom for j R m are three, as shown in Section 3. Taking the two hints, we can figure out that the new three bosonic degrees of freedom are indeed j R m . This in turn verifies that the anomaly supermultiplet is linear. It is referred to as the linear anomaly supermultiplet (LASM) 4 in ref. [7, 8] .
Let us identify the LASM components with its corresponding degrees of freedom. Using the most general expression for a real linear superfield, we can write down the LASM in terms of its power series expansion in θ andθ [16] :
All the components are expressed by C, Ξ and j R m . Moreover, the R-current is assigned to the θθ-component, as expected. It is interesting to note that LASM has the field content of a vector superfield. However the roles of the Bose components of the LASM, compared with a vector field, are reversed: the scalar is now physical (instead of auxiliary), and the transverse vector now has one physical component and two auxiliary components (instead of two physical and one auxiliary). With a knowledge of [j R m ] = 3 we read off the mass dimension of its components -[L] = [C] = 2, and [Ξ] = 5/2. Therefore we can identify the degrees of freedoms fort (conformal anomaly) and ξ α (supersymmetry anomaly) with C and σ m αα ∂ mΞα , respectively. Let us look for the superfield corresponding to the LASM. From a field-theoretic perspective, there must be an external vector field which couples to the R-current. On the other hand, gravitational superfield encompasses the U (1) R vector field as components, which is explained in Section 3 (when we count the degrees of freedom for the gravitational superfield (3.1)). Thus the U (1) R vector field, ν m , is transmuted into the U (1) R vector superfield, V. Using the following supersymmetric generalization of U (1) R gauge transformations:
with Λ being a chiral field (DΛ = 0), we construct the most general expression for V written in terms of its power series expansion in θ andθ: 
Note that d and τ α are gauge invariant component fields in V, and must be connected to the degrees of freedom for the dilaton and dilatino, respectively. However, as we learned from Section 3, the mass dimensions of the dilaton and dilatino are, respectively, zero and 1/2 while [d] = 2 and [τ α ] = 3/2. The discrepancy addresses a question -how the components of the U (1) R vector superfield are associated with the dilaton and dilatino. To answer the question, we should uncover the relation between the U (1) R vector superfield and the chiral compensator. Let us delve into the components of V. We start with the lowest component or s in eq. (4.5). From U (1) R gauge transformations (4.6) it is clear that (Λ|−Λ + |) is proportional to the phase of U (1) R rotations, δ. Therefore it is not difficult to expect that (Λ| + Λ + |) in (4.4) is proportional to the dilaton, ̺, in that the chiral compensator contains the two fields as the scalar component (see eq. (3.5)). Thus we find that s is proprotional to ̺. Eventually as a consequence of the extended gauge transformations (4.4) we propose the equivalent of V [18]:
where χ 3 is the chiral compensator in Section 3. Why we name the relation as an equivalent (instead of an equality) is evident if we insert the explicit expression for χ 3 into the log expression. One cannot achieve the full expression (4.5). This is the downside of presenting V in terms of χ 3 . However, this replacement is enough for us to identify the physical components of V:
where ν αα = ν m σ m αα . Evantually with these equalities we resolve the discrepancy of the mass dimensions between the dilaton (dilatino Ψ α ) and d (τ α ).
We will construct the coupling of the U (1) R vector superfield to the LASM. There are three conditions that the coupling satisfies: (i) it should be invariant under the extended gauge transformations, (ii) it should encompass the coupling of the R-gauge field to the Rcurrent, and (iii) the role of the Bose components in the LASM is reveresed by that of the U (1) R vector superfield in the Wess-Zumino gauge (note that this argument is also applied to the coupling of the CASM to the chiral compensator). The action for the coupling was found in ref. [18, 19] : 
For the action to be invariant under the extended gauge transformations, the LASM satisfies the two conditions:
which in turn imply that L is indeed the current superfield. As we previously mentioned, L is anything but the R-current superfield. Let us find out the coupling of the R-gauge field to the R-current. As we expand the action in components, we get
As intended, the first term is the coupling of the R-gauge field to the R-current, and is invariant under the gauge transformations (4.6) due to the R-current conservation equation (4.1). The second term is the only coupling associated with C. It seems that the action embraces two more terms involved in C,
But they cancel each other by virtue of integration by parts. This is clear in the WessZumino gauge where s = 0. Therefore, d 4 x d C is the only term that exhibits the footprint of conformal anomaly. Once d acquires a non-vanishing VEV which originates from the hidden sector, the action leads to the soft terms in the visible sector. The last two terms in (4.14) reveal the footprint of supersymmetry anomaly.
Supercurrent, supertrace and anomaly supermultiplet
In this section we describe the relation between the anomaly supermultiplets and supertrace. First of all, we review the relation between supercurrent and supertrace in the context of Einstein supergravity. Let us consider an action of matter chiral superfields φ(x, θ) living on a given (background) curved space with the gravitational superfeld H αα (x, θ,θ) ≡ H m (x, θ,θ)σ αα m and chiral compensator χ(x, θ):
and satisfying their dynamical equations
The conservation equation leads to the relation
where J αα and X are supercurrent and supertrace, respectively, defined as 5) and D α (Dα) is a covariant derivative (a local version of D α in rigid supersymmetry). This indicates that the supercurrent and supertrace couple to the gravitational superfield and chiral compensator, respectively. The supertrace is anything but the CASM. It is worthwhile to remark that the supercurrent is different from the R-current superfield in Section.4. If there are no dimensionful parameters in the action then the action is invariant under the superconformal transformations. Then the supertrace vanishes on-shell. Namely, X = 0. Due to the relation the classical supercurrent satisfies the conservation relation 6) which is equivalent to the superconformal conservation equations (3.2). Though a theory is classically invariant under superconformal symmetry the quantum effects break the symmetry. Even in flat space, superconformal anomaly takes place at the quantum level. Let us evaluate quantum superconformal anomaly in flat space (χ = 1). As a toy model, we compute the supercurrent in the massless interacting Wess-Zumino model described by the action:
where φ(x, θ) is a matter (chiral) superfield and y is a dimensionless Yukawa coupling. As mentioned in Section 3, the classical supercurrent contains the three components -energy momentum tensor T mn , supersymmetry current S m (along with its conjugate,S m ) and R-current j R m such as
Using the Noether procedure, the supercurrent is easily constructed as
The supercurrent satisfies the conservation equation
by virtue of the equation of motion. It implies that there is no supertrace and superconformal symmetry is preserved classically. This is because the massless interacting WZ model contains no dimensionful parameters. Let us jump from classical theory to quantum theory. The supercurrent is replaced by a renormalized operator defined by computing 1PI Green functions with one J αα insertion and subtracting divergences. Quantum effects lead to superconformal anomalies which are easily computed from the dependence of the effective action on the superconformal compensator of supergravity (see the ref. [20, 21] for the computation). The superconformal anomaly at one loop level is described by the relation
where K is the chiral superfield K =D 2 (φ + φ), and β(y) is the beta funcion of the coupling y, β(y) y = 3 2
From the relation we can easily read off the supertrace,
Using the equation of motionD
we can rewrite the CASM as X = β(y) 3y
This is nothing but the CASM of the massless interacting WZ model. Note that it is given as a product of the beta function and the cubic interaction term. So far we have taken into account of the CASM. We now turn our attention to the LASM. We will redefine the supercurrent in such a way that the R-current is conserved:
The redefined supercurrent satisfies the following relation at O(y 2 ),
This is nothing but the conservation equation involved with the LASM in the curved space: 19) where the LASM is given as
We note that the LASM is given as a product of the kinetic term and the gamma function at O(y 2 )
In the context of Einstein supergravity, it indicates that the background curved space switches from H αα and χ 3 toH αα (a new gravitational superfield) and V.
Before closing this section we would like to comment a thing. In general any finite subtraction on the R-current cannot be extended to the whole supercurrent without destroying the conservation or symmetry properties of the renormoralized energy-momentum tensor. The massless interacting WZ model is an exception to this rule [12] .
Anomaly mediated supersymmetry breaking
So far we have concentrated on the couplings of superconformal anomalies to their corresponding superfields in supergravity. With these couplings we are equipped for probing the mediation of supersymmetry breakdown to the visible sector (i.e. MSSM). We assume that supersymmetry is broken in the hidden sector and then its effects cause both the F-term of the compensator and the D-term of the U (1) R vector superfield to acquire non-vanishing VEVs. Moreover, the VEVs turn out to equal the gravitino mass, m 3/2 . We do not explain in the article why the VEV is set to be the gravitino mass. In the followings, the F-term of the chiral compensator is given by m 3/2 while the D-term of the U (1) R vector superfield is given as d = m 2 3/2 . We take into account a supersymmetric nonabelian gauge theory as a simplified version of the MSSM. Let the simple gauge group G A with a universal gauge coupling constant g. For simplicity, the chiral matter superfields φ i belong to the fundamental representation of G A . Let us also specify the superpotential to be that of the massless interacting WessZumino model. The classical action is then expressed as
Since there are no dimensionful parameters in the theory, superconformal symmetry is classically preserved. But quantum effects break the superconformal symmetry, as explained in Section 2.
In the previous sections we have already established the formalism for the the coupling of superconformal anomalies to the corresponding superfields in supergravity. All we need is to acquire the superconformal anomaly (supermultiplet) of the model. As anticipated, the superconformal anomalies are given as the same form of the lagrangian. The CASM associated with the gauge kinetic term is evaluated at one loop (see Appendix B):
where C A (adj.) is the quadratic Casimir of the adjoint representation, and T A (φ i ) is the Dynkin index of the representation to which φ i belongs.
Plugging the CASM (6.2) into the action (3.16), and opting for the term W aα W a α | = −λ a λ a , we easily read off the gaugino mass,
Next, let us consider the CASM involved in the Yukawa term. The CASM is evaluated at one loop (see Appendix C) as
where γ i i (≡ γ i ) is the anomalous dimension of the chiral superfield φ i , and C A (φ i ) is the quadratic Casimir of the representation to which φ i belongs. Inserting the CASM (6.5) into the action (3.16) we directly get the A-term,
Finally, we take into account the LASM engendered by the kinetic term of the matter superfield. The LASM is evaluated at two loop (see Appendix D):
We insert the LASM into the effective action in (4.11). Thereafter we identify C = − 
Summay and outlook
We reviewed anomaly-mediated supersymmetry breaking scenario in the context of rigid supersymmetric field theory, almost without knowledge of supergravity aspects. It is revealed that anomaly-mediated supersymmetry breaking is anything but the chiral compensator-, and U (1) R vector superfield-mediation in the sense that a gauge messenger mediates supersymmetry breaking in gauge-mediation theories. This interpretation is viable because both the chiral compensator and the U (1) R vector superfield are identified as supersymmetric extensions of the dilaton arising from broken conformal symmetry, and couple to the chiral and linear anomaly supermultiplets of the visible sector, respectively. Spontaneous breakdown of supersymmetry in the hidden sector is communicated to the visible sector through non-zero vacuum expectation values of the chiral compensator F-term and the U (1) R vector superfield D-term. In this regard, we understood why the auxiliary fields in Einstein supergravity play a key role in anomaly mediation. As a consequence, it is shown that the gaugino masses and trilinear scalar couplings arise from the chiral anomaly while the sfermion masses do from the linear anomaly. We illustrated that both the chiral compensator and the U (1) R vector superfield are contained in the gravitational superfield of Einstein supergravity. These fields fluctuate at the Planck scale so that anomaly mediation scenario can be regarded as a specific example of Planck-scale-mediated theories. On the other hand, at low energy scale their effects are left only with their non-vanishing vacuum expectation values, which explains why the chiral compensator is treated as a spurion superfield in the conventional anomaly mediation scenario.
We also learned that the U (1) R vector superfield does not come into view because it is replaced approximately by the chiral compensator. Actually the chiral compensator and U (1) R vector superfield are dynamical fields as like graviton and gravitino in the context of rigid supersymmetry theories. In this regard, the mechanism for supersymmetry breaking in the context of superconformal symmetry can be treated by the langauge of rigid supersymmetry theories. This viewpoint helps understand not only supersymmetry breaking but also supergravity itself. For instance, the F-term of the chiral compensator and the D-term of the U (1) R vector superfield are intertwined with the gravitino mass through super-Higgs mechansim. Thus we may thoroughly investigate anomaly mediation not only at low energy scale but also at high energy scale (as high as GUT scale) including the hidden sector. Taking one step further toward this perspective, one can adopt this method to study the connection between supergravity and supersymmetry breaking in the hidden sector, and evaluate the soft terms arising from gauge-and anomaly-mediation at once.
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A. The coupling of dilaton to conformal anomaly in massless QCD
In this appendix we evaluate the conformal anomaly of massless QCD. In particular, our concern is the coupling of the dilaton, ̺, to the conformal anomaly, X . Let us rescale the gluon field by A a m → 1 g A a m so that the classical action for the gluon field is given in x-space of Euclidean signature by
where the integral variables are switched from x-space to momentum-space in order to carry out loop calculations. This is because the quantum effects give rise to the conformal anomaly of the theory. The gluon self-interactions are omitted because our computation is involved only with the gluon kinetic term. As one evaluates the quantum effects with loop diagrams, one in general renormalizes not only the wavefunctions but also the parameters of the lagrangian. However, the evaluation of the conformal anomaly is remarkably straightforward if one adopts the background field method which deals only with renormalization of the gauge coupling (see the section 16.6 in ref. [22] ). All the Feynman diagrams contributing to the running gauge coupling in the background field method are shown in fig. 1 . Using dimensional regularization in n (= 4 − 2ε) dimensions, we find the one-loop effective action:
where A a n is the gluon background (or external) field, and the first coefficient b of the beta function is
with C A (adj.) being the quadratic Casimir constant of the adjoint representation, T A (q i ) being the Dynkin index of the representation of the gauge group to which the quark field q i belongs. 5 Note that C A (adj.) = N and T A (q i ) = 1/2 for the SU (N ) gauge group and the quark with the fundamental representation.
It is worthwhile to remark that the beta function is the same with that obtained by the relation (in the conventional dimensional renormalization method)
where g 0 is bare coupling, Z 1 is the quark-gluon-gluon vertex renormalization constant, Z 2 is the quark wavefuntion renormalization constant, and Z 3 is the gluon wavefuction renormalization constant.
The expression for Σ(p 2 ) is given as
Note that the factor µ 2ε comes from the relation between bare and renormalized couplings, and Γ is given as
where γ E is the Euler constant, andδ = 1 12 π 2 + 1 2 γ 2 E . Thus the effective action is written by
Scale transformations in loops are anything but the shifts in renormalization mass scale, µ → µ ′ . Since scale transformations in x-space is set to be x → e ̺ x for arbitrary ̺, transformations of renormalization mass scale is then given by
Recall that ̺ is a dimensionless parameter at this moment. We now replace µ in eq. (A.9) by e −̺ µ and then single out the linear term in ̺. Regarding ̺ as a dynamical field (dilaton) from now, we immediately find the coupling of the dilaton to the (quantum) conformal anomaly:
The subscript A represents the distinctive gauge group for multi-gauge theories.
Thus the coupling is written by rescaling A a m → gA a m :
from which the conformal anomaly is direclty gleaned:
One can derive the conformal anomaly using either a path integral treatment by Fujikawa [23] or the calculation of a Feynman diagram, i.e. the triangle diagram. In comparison with other methods for evaluating (quantum) conformal anomalies, the advantage of employing this method is to make no use of either conformal (or dilatation) current or energy-momentum tensor. This method will be adopted for the evaluation of superconformal anomalies in the following Appendices.
B. The chiral anomaly from the gauge kinetic term
In this appedix we evaluate the CASM coming from the gauge kinetic term of the action (6.1) in Euclidean x-space [24] . We can directly evaluate the anomaly using superspace perturbation theory and supergraphs. Instead, we indirectly and effortlessly evaluate the anomaly using the analogy between this theory and massless QCD in Appendix A.
The CASM stemming from the gauge kinetic term, 1/4(W aα W a α +W ȧ αW aα ), can be evaluated in a straightforward way using the relations,
Comparing them with eq. (A.13) we easily read off the (anti)chiral anomaly superfield:
where the beta function of the theory is given at one loop by
The beta function can be directly evaluated by the wavefuntion renormalization of the vector superfield with the knowledge of
where Z g (Z V ) is the renormalization constant for the gauge coupling (the vector superfield). See fig. 2 for the relevant one-loop supergraphs. 
C. The chiral anomaly from the Yukawa interaction
In this appendix we evaluate the CASM arising from the Yukawa interaction of the action (6.1) in Euclidean x-space [24] :
Recall that the sign is flipped due to Euclidean x-space. Using dimensional regularization we evaluate the one-loop effective action from the diagrams in fig. 3 :
It is noteworthy that the one-loop effects stem only from the wavefunction renormalization. One may take into account other one-loop diagrams shown in fig. 4 . But they either vanish ( fig. 4(a) ) or make no contribution to the superconformal anomaly ( fig. 4(b) ). This is the consequence of the "non-renormalization" theorems for theories of left-chiral superfields.
(a) (b) Figure 3 : Supergraphs: one-loop contribution to the superconformal anomaly. They are logdivergent so that they lead to the wavefunction renormalization.
The wavefunction renormalization constant for the matter fields is given as (see in Appendix D):
and the anomalous dimension of the matter superfield φ i is given by
Here we assume that all anomalous dimensions are diagonal in field space, i.e. γ ij = γ i δ ij .
Replacing µ in eq. (C.2) by e −̺ µ and then picking up the linear term in ̺, we get the coupling of the dilaton to the chiral anomaly,
The CASM for the Yukawa interaction is then gleaned from the effective actionŠ eff :
Recall that in Minkowski x-space the sign of the CASM is flipped. Taking one step further with this method we supersymmetrize the dilaton. That is, the dilaton is transformed into the the chiral compensator:
Under this transformation,
The combination of ̺ and the trilinear operator φ i φ j φ k in (C.5) gives rise to the coupling of the dilaton to the chiral anomaly superfield while the combination of ln µ 2 and the trilinear operator φ i φ j φ k yields the anomalous dimension of the operator φ i φ j φ k . It is noticeable that the combination of δ and the trilinear operator φ i φ j φ k yields the coupling of the axion to the the trilinear operator φ i φ j φ k . Finally, the combination of M * and the lowest component of φ i φ j φ k (that is, A i A j A k ) gives rise to the trilinear A-term.
As for anti-CASM X + , the dilaton is transformed into the antichiral compensator:
Before closing the Appendix we would like to emphasize that this observation helps probe the linear anomaly in Appendix D.
D. The linear anomaly from the matter kinetic term
In this appendix we evaluate the LASM engendered by the kinetic term of the matter superfield of the action (6.1) (in momentum-space with Euclidean signature),
Utilizing dimensional regularization we evaluate the one-loop effective action from the diagram in fig. 5 :
where the factor of 1/2 is a symmetric factor, C A (φ i ) is the quadratic Casimir constant of the representation of the gauge group to which the φ i 's belong:
(summing over a), and Σ(p 2 ) is defined in Appendix A. where superscript (n) denotes n-loop order. Replacing ln µ 2 in (D.2) by ln µ 2 − 2̺ − 2iδ − √ 2θΨ − θθM * , we get nothing involved either in ̺ or in M * . Here we assume that φ i | θθ = φ i + |θθ = 0. That is, supersymmetry is not spontaneously broken in the visible sector. As a consequence, there is no one-loop contribution to the superconformal anomaly associated with the matter kinetic term.
Next, we inspect the two-loop contribution to the superconformal anomaly. First, the two-loop one-particle irreducible (1PI) supergraphs contributing to the φ i + φ i propagator are shown in fig. 6 , where a red blob denotes the relevant one-loop 1PI supergraph including any one-loop counter term that may be required [26] . Rather than directly calculate the two-loop 1PI supergraphs, we simply quote the result from the ref. [26, 27] . The infinite part of the two-loop contribution to the two-point function T two-loop integral eq. (3.14) in ref. [29] , we immediately find (see eq. (2.11) in ref. [30] or eq. (25) in ref. [26] .) which is the coefficient of the finite term proportional to (ln µ 2 ) 2 . What we need in twoloop contribution is indeed the finite term proportional to (ln µ 2 ) 2 . This is because (ln µ 2 ) 2 is replaced by (ln µ 2 ) 2 → (ln µ 2 − 2̺ − 2iδ − √ 2θΨ − θθM * )(ln µ 2 − 2̺ + 2iδ − √ 2θΨ −θθM ). (D.9) Figure 7 : Two-loop one-particle reducible supergraph contributing to the φ i + φ i propagator. Each blue blob denotes either of the one-loop supergraphs shown in fig. 5 .
Second, there are one-particle reducible supergraphs at two-loop, shown in fig. 7 . Each blue blob shown in fig. 7 represents either of the one-loop supergraphs shown in fig. 5 . They should also be included in the computation for superconformal anomaly, which is very clear from Appendix C where the one-loop one-particle reducible vertex supergraphs make contributions to the superconformal anomaly but the one-loop 1PI vertex supergraphs do not. From eq. (D.2) and (D.6), we easily find that the coefficient of the finite term proprotional to (ln µ 2 ) 2 is which agrees with the previous results computed using spurion method [6] . Eventually the LASM is given as
(D.14)
